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INCISIVE INVESTOR

WEEK IN REVIEW
FED FEARS RETREAT AS JOBS GROWTH SLOWS

U.S. stocks deepened their losses in the final 
hour of trading Friday as new jitters on trade 
relations overshadowed the November 
employment report.

The Dow Jones Industrial Average DJIA fell 655 
points, or 2.1%, at 24,425, the S&P 500 index 
SPX is down 72 points, or 2.7%, at 2,624, while 
the Nasdaq Composite Index COMP traded 
down 242 points, or 3.4%, lower at 6,947.

For the week, the Dow, S&P 500 and Nasdaq 
are set to show declines of more than 4.8%.

Late Friday morning, both the S&P 500 and 
the Dow fell into negative territory for the 
year, while the Nasdaq is clinging to a 0.8% 
advance year-to-date.

MACRO NEWS
Rat e hike pressure w it hdraws as US job 
grow t h pace slows

Markets spent much of the week pricing out 

multiple US Federal Reserve rate hikes in 2019, 
and Friday's softer-than-expected jobs report 
boosted the case for a less aggressive Fed 
next year. A hike is still expected at the 
December 18?19 meeting of the Federal Open 
Market Committee, though the quarterly pace 
of hikes the market has become familiarized 
could be changed, with the Fed taking a more 
wait and see approach as US economic data 
becomes more mixed, global growth slows 
and a plunge in oil prices reduces already 
modest inflation pressures. Friday's jobs 
report shows that the economy added 155,000 
new jobs in November, with the 
unemployment rate holding steady at 3.7%. 
Last month, average hourly earnings rose less 
than expected, just 0.2%, an indication that 
wage pressures remain subdued despite the 
historically low unemployment rate.
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- 155,000 new US jobs added in Novem ber
- Progress and set backs in US-China t rade af fairs
- UK's May weakens as Brexit  vot e approaches
- OPEC cut s oil product ion
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Tense t rade t ruce bet ween China and US

While the United States and China agreed at 
last weekend's G20 summit to start on an 
intensive 90-day arbitration toward coming to 
a long-term agreement on trade, the talks 
have gotten off to a rocky start. US president 
Donald Trump issued a series of tweets which 
suggest that the US will hold a hard line in the 
negotiations, signifying that there will be a 
"real deal" or "no deal at all" and noting that 
he is a firm believer in tariffs. A day after 
markets tumbled in the midst of the tough talk 
on trade, the president said China is sending 
strong messages about wanting to settle a 
deal. The Chinese Ministry of Commerce, for 
its part, said that Beijing is "very confident" 
about reaching an agreement within the 
90-day negotiating window. Complicating 
matters, however, was the arrest in Canada 
last weekend of an executive of a Chinese 
telecom equipment manufacturer ?  at the 
request of the US Department of Justice. The 
executive faces extradition to the US on 
suspicion of using the global banking system 
to elude US sanctions on Iran. Some of this 

week's volatility was incited by concerns that 
the arrest could derail the renewed US-China 
talks.

Weakened May faces Brexit  vot e next  week

The British Parliament will vote on the United 
Kingdom's withdrawal agreement with the 
European Union on Tuesday with Prime 
Minister Theresa May in a severely weakened 
political state. May faces pressure from both 
the Remain and Leave camps, with remainers 
hoping to force a softer Brexit that will keep 
the United Kingdom closely aligned with the 
EU on trade while leavers fear the current deal 
does not go far enough to distance the UK 
from the EU. Now, it looks like the agreement 
will not be approved, putting May's leadership 
in serious danger. What will happen next is 
unclear. May could face a leadership 
challenge, she could resign, a general election 
could be called or there could even be a 
second Brexit referendum. Time is running 
short, however, with the UK scheduled to quit 
the EU on 29 March.



OPEC proposing product ion cut  

While final details are yet to be worked out, 
it looks like OPEC and non-member nations 
like Russia have settled on a production cut 
of around 1.2 million barrels per day. That 's 
a litt le more than expected, and sparked a 
rebound in crude prices. West Texas 
Intermediate crude is up a bit more than $2 
a barrel this morning, at $53.60. 
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MA JOR STOCK MOVES

Shares of Big Lots Inc. BIG are trading down more than 9%, after wider-than-expected 
third-quarter loss.

Shares of Broadcom Inc. AVGO are in focus after the chip maker announced fiscal fourth-quarter 
profits and sales Thursday evening that topped Wall Street expectations. The stock is up 0.7% 
Friday.

Ulta Beauty Inc. ULTA shares have slumped more than 10% Friday, after a Thursday evening 
earnings release that predicted weaker holiday sales that analysts hoped.

Shares of Altria Group MO are in focus after the company announced it would take a 45% 
ownership stake in the cannabis-firm Cronos Group Inc. CRON worth $1.8 billion. The stock is up 
0.6%, while Cronos shares are surging more than 22% on the news.

The transportation sector was hit hard Friday, as oil prices rose again to cap a week where they 
climbed 3.3%. American Airlines Group Inc. AAL stock fell 8.8%, while FedEx Corp. FDX stock 
tumbled 6.4% Friday.
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THE WEEK AHEAD

Around the country, attitudes about retirement are shifting. Click to learn more.

                                                                                                                   -Randall Fielder 
                                                              (713-955-3555, randall@park10financial.com)
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